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Germs, Genes, & Civilization: How Epidemics Shaped Who We Are TodayFT Press, 2010

	“Clear, thoughtful, and thought-provoking, Germs, Genes & Civilization makes the case that infectious diseases have played a major role in shaping society. Clark argues that religion, morals, and even democracy have all been influenced by the smallest and most dangerous organisms on our planet. While...
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Freedom of Expression in Islam: Challenging Apostasy and Blasphemy LawsI. B. Tauris, 2021

	
		In Muslim countries, apostasy and blasphemy laws are defended on the grounds that they are based on Islamic Shari'a and intended to protect religion. But blasphemy and apostasy laws can be used both to suppress thought and debate and to harass religious minorities, both inside and outside Islam. This book – comprising...
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Managing Globally with Information TechnologyIRM Press, 2003
As the world economy becomes more interdependent and competition for business continues to be more globally oriented, it has become necessary to address the issues of IT management from a broader global focus. Information technology is not only the enabler of the global marketplace but also a potential solution base for achieving global...
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The Language of the PapyriOxford University Press, 2010

	The modern rediscovery of the Greek and Latin papyri from Egypt has transformed our knowledge of the ancient world. We cannot, however, make the same claim in the specific area of language study. Although important studies of the language of the papyri have appeared sporadically over the past century, we are still dealing today with a...
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The Multilingual Internet: Language, Culture, and Communication OnlineOxford University Press, 2007
This book marks the culmination of the second stage of a two-stage project initiated in 2002. In that year, we co-edited a special issue of the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication about multilingualism on the Internet (published in 2003). Our call for papers, distributed online, yielded far more proposals than we had expected, and many of...
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Warfare and Weaponry in Dynastic EgyptPen and Sword, 2017

	Defence. Attack. Symbolism. The development of warfare in any society provides an evocative glance into the lives (and deaths) of our predecessors. This is never more the case than with that most enticing of ancient civilizations, Ancient Egypt. Follow Rebecca Dean through the fascinating world of mysterious figures such as...
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Recent Advancements on Expansive Soils (Sustainable Civil Infrastructures)Springer, 2018

	This volume includes a collection of technical papers on an important topic in geotechnical engineering; the behavior and treatment of expansive soils. The research studies include investigations into novel stabilization techniques for expansive soils using different admixtures or mechanical consolidation techniques, as well as new experimental...
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Sustainable Tunneling and Underground Use: Proceedings of the 2nd GeoMEast International Congress and Exhibition on Sustainable Civil Infrastructures, ... Interaction Group in Egypt (SSIGE)Springer, 2018

	This volume comprises a set of high-quality, refereed papers that address the different aspects related to the geotechnical and structural design and construction of deep excavations, tunnels and underground space facilities as well as the effect of their construction on the surroundings. The papers cover planning, design, modeling, monitoring...
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Natural and Wood Fibre Reinforcement in Polymers (Rapra Review Reports)Smithers Rapra Technology, 2002


	The use of composite materials dates from centuries

	ago, when it all started with natural fibres. In ancient

	Egypt some 3,000 years ago, clay was reinforced by

	straw to build walls. Later on the natural fibre lost much

	of its interest.

	This report examines the different fibre types available and the current research. The...
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A History of Plastic SurgerySpringer, 2007

	This book covers the history of plastic surgery from the remarkable achievements of such ancient civilizations as India and Egypt up to the revolutionary techniques developed at the end of the Middle Age, the Renaissance and beyond. Coverage details how the knowledge of wound healing has changed and influenced plastic surgery, describes the...
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Ancient CivilizationsRoutledge, 2021

	
		Ancient Civilizations offers a comprehensive and straightforward account of the world’s first civilizations and how they were discovered, drawing on many avenues of inquiry including archaeological excavations, surveys, laboratory work, highly specialized scientific investigations, and both historical and...
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The Rosetta Stone: And the Rebirth of Ancient EgyptProfile Books Ltd, 2008

	The Rosetta Stone is the most famous object in the British Museum. According to the museum’s own fi gures, it is the most visited item in the entire display, and perhaps the most lingered over, although a similar claim is sometimes made for the unwrapped mummy of a ginger tomcat which also forms part of the Egyptian collections. The...
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